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Abstract: Theorem 1 says that the smallest cardink: A(A) such that for any compact Tz space 
x wit3 x(p, C h ior each p E X we have IX I < A(h), \:quals 2h if A is singular and 2b if A is 
regular. Theomm 2 says that for any compact T2 space wi;h the Suslin propelrty the space P% 
on the same underlying set and the family of all Gs of X as ii? open basis, has the foliouFing 
property - From any open cover of PX we can choose a subfarn&y of power < 2* whose union 
is dense in PX. 
AMS Subj. Class.: 54kt, ES, 54820 I 
0. Introduction 
In A.V. Archangel’sl&‘s lecture prestnted at the 19’70 International 
Congress in Nice, a number of open prr: blems were raised, mainly re- 
garding cardinality problems for topoiogical spaces. In this paper I will 
be concerned with the following two or‘ these questions: 
(I). Assume GCH, let X be an infinitri Gdrdinal and X a coznpact T2 
space such that every point of X has a neighbourhood basis of power 
less than h. Is it true then that the cardinality of X cannot exceed ?.? 
In the first part of this paper I shall show that the answer to t-his 
question is negative, if X is a singular cardit&si. 
(II). Let X be a compact T2 space and consider the space BX obtained 
from X by choosing the 6, sets basis for PX. 1: is true 
The notation and ter 
K] . 
The answer to the first of the above questions will be a conseque 
of the following esults which indeed settle a much more 
tion: First of all we do not assume GCH or any additional set theoretic 
assumptions. Moreover, given an infinitle cardinal A, we ask to deter- 
mine the smallest cardinal ~lc such that if X is any co pact T, space itn 
which J&I, X) < X for each p E X, then 1x1 G QI. e shall denote th 
smallest such Q by A(X). Now we have the following 
. (i?. If X is singular, then RI h) = 2”. 
X is regular, then A(X) = 2E (= 
roof. First of all w-e recall the fundam of Archangel’skii 
which says that if J&II, .Y) G h for eat int p of a compact Tz space 
Xthen IX] < 2A ([cf. [ 11, [S] or [6]). implies A(X) < 2”. 
On the other hand for any Q < X the ath power (2)” of the t 
poilnt discrete space shows that A(X) 2 +P, hence A(X) ,> 
= 2b > x. 
n view of the above remarks, to prove (i) it is sufficient to construct 
a compact T2 space X such that IX] 3 2’ and (p, X) < X for each 
p E X, where A is singular. 
d the above remarks. 
E X. Then we can show 
and s < sI, then L* wi41 also have the property that every increasingly 
or decreasingly well-oraired subse 
edekind compactificati S 
property, hence x(p, X) C A for e 
which compleees the proof. 
2. 
11; order to prove the main result of this section, we have to introduce 
some new notation and definitions, and two lemmas 
ny space X, c(X) dew e SLQW3ilU~ of caidinaiities of dis- 
milies of open sets in use w&(X) to denote the smallest 
cardinality CY for which any open cover of X h s a subfamily of cardinal- 
ity cy, whose union .Is dense in X. . 
1. For any space X, wL(.X) < c(X). 
oaf. Let us put c(X) = ct’ and assume that wL(X) > a. Then there 
exists a:n open covering ll of X, such that U’C U , I U ‘I < ct im 
St x. 
ow we define a sequence of non-empty open subsets of X 
finite induction as follows. Let C, be an iarbitrary me 
Suppose 0 *< E < a’ and for all Q < t the sets G, have already been 
chosen in such a wa!i that for any G, there: is a H,, 
+ this implies 
-_-_lQ 
such t:ha 
155 
ger il we define a sequence 
. Let V,C’j be an open 
G, (its existence is 
“) is defined f:. 1 all k < m, 
s chosen so that 
hence ’ is a closed 6, set which is non-zmp y and contained in 
can restrict ourselves ta exankkg disjoint families of closed 
I? be such a family and mume that 1 Q i = 111 > 
ow we use the wel~-~~ow~ fact that ill a compact T2 space a 
is nom& for each 
7~12 I and 2 we immediate y obtain the prurniwd 
rchngel “skill’s 
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